

Host John A says:
*******Begin Pharaoh Mission*****  
            " The Ties That Bind"

 CEO Starks says:
:: in a Jeffrey’s tube on deck 4 going through the main turbolift cross link circuits::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::sits in SB reviewing the CO medical file, praying that the rumors are not true::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Sitting at my desk in my office::

FCO Horn says:
::at helm control. flying the ship::

CSO Ikari says:
::standing next to the Captain's chair, occasionally walking from side to side::

EO Walde says:
::Doing repairs in Eng.::

CTO Riker says:
TO:  u have  those  report i asked for  

Host John A says:
ACTION: Thre Pharaoh speeds to her destination on Vulcan

TO Ryan says:
CTO: Of course  ::Hands over PADD::

CTO Riker says:
TO: thanks 

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: ETA, Lt?

 CEO Starks says:
:: taps com badge:: *EO* Emma make sure that the helm have shown improvment since the tourq sensors were re-aligned

CTO Riker says:
:: looks   at  padd  ::

FCO Horn says:
CSO: ETA is 18min and 32 secs, sir

CSO Ikari says:
::nods::

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Right.

 CEO Starks says:
*EO* I'm almost done my diagnostic of the turbolift circuits

CMO T`Ryl says:
::gets up walks to T'Pel's office::

EO Walde says:
::Checks Torque sensors.::

CTO Riker says:
::walks over to the CSO :: CSO: here are the  reports you asked for  sir 

CTO Riker says:
:: hands  the  padd to  the CSO :: 

TO Ryan says:
::Walks over to TAC-2 and sits down::

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: Thank you Lt.

EO Walde says:
::Finds helm has improved.::

CTO Riker says:
CSO: yes sir  :: walks  back  to his  station :: 

CNS T`Pel says:
::Reads the file on CEO Starks in preparation of his session::

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: The Helm looks good. Do you need anything else?

Host John A says:
ACTION: As the Pharaoh clears the system perimeter a message comes in.

CSO Ikari says:
::taps in on a console to bring up the incoming message::

 CEO Starks says:
*EO* looks like that should do it report the FCO about the re-alignment

CTO Riker says:
CSO: sir incoming msg. 

Host John A says:
<Vulcan>: Pharaoh: Greetings Pharaoh, On behalf of Vulcan I welcome you, please dock at station 12 Alpha. I am sending beaming coordinates for your party.

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: I'm bringing it up now.

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Ja.

TO Ryan says:
::Taps some buttons on a panel::

CMO T`Ryl says:
::arrives out side the CNS's door::

CTO Riker says:
:: thinks  he  made a  boo boo ::

 CEO Starks says:
::climbs ladder in Jeffrey’s tube to deck 2::

CSO Ikari says:
COM: Vulcan: We're heading to the station to dock now.  Thanks for your help.

CNS T`Pel says:
::Senses T'Ryl at the door through the bond:: T'Ryl Come

CTO Riker says:
TO:  you have  tac  

FCO Horn says:
::prepares for docking at station 12 alpha::

TO Ryan says:
::nods and sits at TAC::

CTO Riker says:
CSO:  sir  I’m feeling  sick   permission to  leave the  bridge  

EO Walde says:
*FCO*: The re-alignment of the Torque sensors is complete.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::enters the room:: T'Pel: beloved What we talked about, I can feel it true, he is here on Vulcan

CSO Ikari says:
CTO: Should I contact sickbay?

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Dock when ready, Lt.

FCO Horn says:
*EO*: Thank you

 CEO Starks says:
::exits Jeffrey’s tube and enters main Engineering ::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks at T'Ryl:: I can feel something also, but having no frame of reference, I know not what it is

EO Walde says:
*FCO*: The Helm should show improvement.

FCO Horn says:
::completes docking procedures::

 CEO Starks says:
EO: well looks like the turbolifts are fine.. I'll have to tear 'em down at 1138 to find out what the problem was

FCO Horn says:
*EO*: there is an improvement, thank you

CSO Ikari says:
TO: Do you have those transport coordinates that were sent?

CMO T`Ryl says:
::look of fear in eyes:: what will this mean for us?

EO Walde says:
CEO: Sounds good.

CMO T`Ryl says:
<CNS:>

TO Ryan says:
::Nods at CSO::

Host John A says:
ACTION: Another message is received from the beam down coordinates

 CEO Starks says:
:: packs tool kit into a storage compartment ::

CTO Riker says:
:: leaves the  bridge and  enters  the  TR :: 

CNS T`Pel says:
::Stands and goes to her:: CMO: I know not, but do not worry, I will protect you.

TO Ryan says:
CSO: Another message is in the Beam down coordinates

CSO Ikari says:
*CMO*: Doctor, Lt. Riker will be down to sickbay shortly.  Please see to him.

CSO Ikari says:
TO: Let's hear it.

CMO T`Ryl says:
*CSO*: I will be there when he get s there, thank you

TO Ryan says:
::Taps some buttons::

CTO Riker says:
:: leaves  the  TL and  enter  SB :: 

Host Vulcan Guy says:
<Voice Only> Pharaoh: I have come to Vulcan to claim the right of Challenge send your councilor immediately!

CMO T`Ryl says:
CNS: I must go back to SB duty calls

CNS T`Pel says:
::Nods:: CMO: Very well

 CEO Starks says:
EO: I'll be on the bridge

 CEO Starks says:
:: climbs ladder to deck 1::

CTO Riker says:
CMO: u  got some  thing  for nausea  and head aches  

CNS T`Pel says:
::CMO:~~~ Do not worry ~~~::

EO Walde says:
CEO: Ja.

TO Ryan says:
::Raises an eyebrow and looks at CSO:: CSO: Scanners show some weird stuff in the system...

CSO Ikari says:
::looks around:: ALL: Right of Challenge?

CMO T`Ryl says:
::leaves & heads back to SB, to find the CTO waiting there:: CTO: what is wrong?

CTO Riker says:
:: vomits  then passes out ::

CSO Ikari says:
TO: What do you have, Lt?

 CEO Starks says:
:: enters bridge::

Host Vulcan Guy says:
ACTION: A Warp trail, and then impulse Ion trail is detected on SRS, but at it's end no ship is present

TO Ryan says:
CSO: One moment...

CMO T`Ryl says:
::gets CTO up to the bed::

TO Ryan says:
CSO: A warp trail

CSO Ikari says:
*CNS*: You're needed on the bridge counselor.

TO Ryan says:
CSO: Faint though...

 CEO Starks says:
:: looks at the readings on the Tactical console over the TO's shoulder::

TO Ryan says:
CSO: Then it switches to Impulse...

CSO Ikari says:
TO: Did you find a ship?

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: a cloaking device?

CNS T`Pel says:
::Taps Comm:: *CSO*: On my way ::Heads to the bridge ::

TO Ryan says:
CSO: No... there is no ship at the end of the trail... strange

CTO Riker says:
::  wakes  up  on a bio bed ::  CMO: wher...where am  i ..........ah  doc   how did i get here  last thing i remember is  being on the bridge  

CSO Ikari says:
::shrugs at CEO::  TO: Keep your eye on SRS for the time being.

CNS T`Pel says:
::Leaves the TL onto the bridge::  CSO: Yes Sir?

TO Ryan says:
::Nods::

 CEO Starks says:
:: goes to main science station ::

Host Vulcan Guy says:
COM: Pharaoh: I await your transport

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: scanning for any tachion signatures::

CSO Ikari says:
CNS: There's a gentleman on the surface that wishes to go through a... right of Challenge with you.  What is this all about.

TO Ryan says:
::Taps some buttons::

 CEO Starks says:
: moves to CSO::

CSO Ikari says:
::turns to CEO:: CEO: What do you have Jimmy?

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: <whispers> Tachions detected we've gotta  cloaked ship out there all right

CNS T`Pel says:
::Pales and closes his eyes:: CSO: I.. see.  I cannot explain, but T'Ryl, Myself and one other must beam down immediately.

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Damn.  Ok, give the scan data to Lt. Williams.  Have him track it.

TO Ryan says:
::Looks back at the CEO and CSO.

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: recommend security accompanies them

CSO Ikari says:
CNS: I can't just let you do that Counselor.  We've got protocol on this ship.

CSO Ikari says:
CNS: What is this Right of Challenge?

TO Ryan says:
::Wonders what’s happening behind him::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Shakes his head:: This is a private matter Sir. ::Looks around:: I cannot say

Host Vulcan Guy says:
COM: Pharaoh: :: voice is agitated::  I grow impatient!

 CEO Starks says:
Transfers Science station data to the tactical console::

CTO Riker says:
:: sits  up on the  bed  ::

CSO Ikari says:
CNS: Very well, but I'm sending Lt. Riker with you.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::takes care of the CTO:: CTO: feeling better?

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: Daven left the bridge to you Ike, make the call

CMO T`Ryl says:
CTO: It seems you were poisoned

CTO Riker says:
CMO: I feel better doc so  can get something for my head aches  and  be on my way 

CNS T`Pel says:
::Nods::  CSO: Very well Sir

CSO Ikari says:
::looks around:: CNS: Hmm, he still appears to be in Sickbay... TO: Lt, accompany the Counselor

CNS T`Pel says:
::Immediately turns and heads to TR,::

TO Ryan says:
::Nods and wishes he had his lucky knife... then grins and gets up::

CNS T`Pel says:
::CMO: ~~~~ Beloved, it has happened, come ~~~~::

 CEO Starks says:
::stops TO::

CSO Ikari says:
::turns to CEO and raises an eyebrow::

CMO T`Ryl says:
CTO: will you be ok, I must leave

TO Ryan says:
::Raises an eyebrow::

 CEO Starks says:
TO: now behave yourself LT. and remember we may have hostiles in the area bring the CNS and CMO back k?

 CEO Starks says:
::pats the TO on the shoulder::

TO Ryan says:
CEO: Of course...

CTO Riker says:
CMO: yea ill be ok 

CTO Riker says:
:: gets up off the bed  takes some thing  for my head and leaves ::

TO Ryan says:
::Has a look of seriousness::

TO Ryan says:
::Checks his phaser and follows CNS::

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Ok Jimmy, let's not forget about that cloaked ship out there.  Let's see if we can find a pattern in the tachion emissions.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::leaves SB & heads to the TR:: CNS:~~~~ he has called for you? ~~~~

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: already on it

 CEO Starks says:
::takes ENG station::

CTO Riker says:
*CSO* I’m feeling  better  can I return to my  duties  

CNS T`Pel says:
::Enters the TR and looks to the TO:: What you are about to see is not meant for outsiders, act accordingly I beseech you.

CMO T`Ryl says:
::feels insides get tied up::

CNS T`Pel says:
::CMO:~~~~~Yes~~~~~~~

CNS T`Pel says:
::

 CEO Starks says:
FCO: see if you can track where that impulse trail ends compaired to where the tachion signature starts

TO Ryan says:
::nods at T'Pel:: CNS: Okay... I have studied a little vulcan... but have no idea what is happening...

CMO T`Ryl says:
::meets the CNS & TO in the TR:: TO: you are coming?

CSO Ikari says:
::sits at SCI 1:: CEO: I'll try to find the most recent emissions.  Maybe we'll be able to connect the dots, so to speak.

FCO Horn says:
CEO: yes sir ::begins scanning and stuff::

TO Ryan says:
CMO: What will happen?

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Can I be of help?

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks to T'Ryl:: My second :: Motions to the TO::

CNS T`Pel says:
TO: You will see

CSO Ikari says:
CEO/FCO: If we can get near the ship's position, I think I'll be able to uncover it.

TO Ryan says:
::Nods... and still ponders::

CTO Riker says:
:: returns to the  bridge :: 

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: I'm modifying the main deflector to emit a poloron beam we might get lucky and see a ship if your "connecting the dots" shows me where to point the beam

CNS T`Pel says:
::Stands on the pad:: Let us begin

CMO T`Ryl says:
TO: Syrel, my first husband is alive, he has the right to claim me as his....I however do not agree

FCO Horn says:
::compiles data and transfer it to the CEO:: CEO: transferring the data to you now

 CEO Starks says:
:: notices the empty OPS and TAC stations...

TO Ryan says:
::Nods at CMO:: CMO: Great... marriage disagreements

 CEO Starks says:
*COM* Ensigns Kibble and Yates report for duty

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Alright, we're finding something of a tachion trail here.

CTO Riker says:
:: walks  back to the  tac  station ::

 CEO Starks says:
:: finishing adjustments to the main deflector::

CMO T`Ryl says:
TO: more then.....::beams down to planet:: @TO: that

Host Vulcan Guy says:
ACTION: The Away Team beams down to the planet, Finding themselves in the midday suns...within an arena of sorts

TO Ryan says:
@::Pulls his phaser, wondering what will happen::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@TO: please put that away

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Looks around, and sees the TO:: TO: Put that away Ryan

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: Alright I have the poloron beam ready just give me a target area to begin a search pattern

TO Ryan says:
@::Replaces his phaser... apprehensively::

TO Ryan says:
@::Whips out his tricorder::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::feels Syrel's Presence very strong now:: CNS: he is near

Host Syrel says:
@ T'ryl: Good of you to come and witness, though I'm not gratified to see you.. :: sneers as the grip of Pon Farr controls him::

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Ok, I think we have enough information.  Start the beam at these coordinates.  ::taps console to send info to CEO::

TO Ryan says:
@::Looks around and replaces his Tricorder::

Host Syrel says:
:: steps from behind a pillar::

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: received

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Moves in front of T'Ryl:: Syrel: why are you here?

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::looks to Syrel, tiring to hide the fear in her eyes:: Sryel: you live?

TO Ryan says:
::Wheels around to see Syrel::

CSO Ikari says:
::walks up to the CEO and says quietly: You know, I didn't think about it, but what are we going to do if we find it?...

 CEO Starks says:
FCO: request permission to depart dock and plot course 137 mark 8 and bring us out on thrusters that'll bring the main deflector to bear

Host Syrel says:
T'rel: You have taken what is mine! I claim the rite of Kalifee!

 CEO Starks says:
::pauses:: CSO: hope it's friendly.. if not..........

TO Ryan says:
::Stands back... viewing the two sides...::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@Syrel: I am mot yours, you allowed me to believe you were dead

CNS T`Pel says:
::Nods:: But you abandoned her, why claim her now?

FCO Horn says:
CEO: Aye sir ::requests departure, once given brings ship around to 137 mark 8::

CNS T`Pel says:
<@>

TO Ryan says:
::His hand brushes his phaser... but controls the urge::

Host Syrel says:
@  All: It is my right! Do you not honor our ways?!

 CEO Starks says:
ALL: okay engaging the poloron beam I'll start a sweeping motion search pattern

TO Ryan says:
@::Tugs his shirt down::

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Narrows his eyes:: Syrel: More than you obviously, we do not abandon our women.

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Will the ship be able to detect the beam on sensors?

CMO T`Ryl says:
@Syrel:I honor our ways.....where has your honor been

FCO Horn says:
::keeps eye on sensors, and is ready for evasive maneuvers::

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: no but I'm sure if there out there they see us looking for them...the advantage is they won't know that we've found them or not

Host Syrel says:
@ T'ryl: You know what I believe, I never broke our bond, can you say the same?

 CEO Starks says:
FCO: I've got motion bearing 122 mark 5 move to intercept

TO Ryan says:
@::Wonders what’s going to happen and scans the area with his eyes to see if there are any other hostiles::

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Feels something close to snapping::

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Leave orbit Jimmy?

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: try hailing the vessel I'm going to try to get a silhouette ID

FCO Horn says:
::intercepts ship::

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: no it looks like it's in a very high orbit

Host Syrel says:
@ All: Now the challenge! :: throws a wicked looking weapon at T'pel::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::looks to T'Pel:: Syrel: I have not felt you since the day I heard of your death......I thought you were dead....thus I was free to choose another

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Good.  ::moves to Captain's console and taps a few buttons to hail the ship::

Host Syrel says:
@ :: ignores the Doctor and advances on T'pel::

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Grabs the weapon, and gently pushes T'Ryl out of the circle:: TO: Do not let him near her.

CSO Ikari says:
EO: Lt, could you keep an eye on the away team through sensors please?

Host Syrel says:
ACTION: The Hail is ignored

TO Ryan says:
@::Whips out a phaser and guards the CMO::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Watches Syrel intently::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::watches T'Pel & Syrel nervously, goes with TO::

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: I'm going to try a plasma burst from the main SRS array it'll give us a hot ID of the ship but it might overload some systems

Host Syrel says:
@ :: circles like a buzzard, ready to land when the time is right::

EO Walde says:
*CSO*: You got it. ::Keeps tabs on the AT thought sensors.::

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: If we leave orbit, there should be no overload...

 CEO Starks says:
FCO: then by all mean Mr. horn, plot a course

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Something finally snaps and he feels the bloodlust:: Syrel: Come coward!

FCO Horn says:
CEO: aye sir

CSO Ikari says:
::sighs:: COM: TO: The Pharaoh is leaving orbit, keep in contact.

CSO Ikari says:
ALL: All hands, yellow alert.

Host Syrel says:
@ T'pel: you will die slowly! :: swings the double sided weapon with skill and advances::

TO Ryan says:
@COM: CSO: Aye, Don’t leave us here, stay in transporter range.

CEO Starks says:
*COM* all hands prepare for system overloads 

 CEO Starks says:
ALL: activating plasma burst

CNS T`Pel says:
@Syrel: perhaps.:: Drops and swings his weapon at Syrels ankles::

TO Ryan says:
<Whispers> CMO: Should I ever intervene?

 CEO Starks says:
:: taps a few buttons::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@<Whispers>TO: not unless you want the guard over there to kill you ::points to the guards::

Host Syrel says:
ACTION: the Nose of a Romulan ship appears on sensors for a brief second, then is gone

CSO Ikari says:
::mutters under breath:: CEO: You see that?

 CEO Starks says:
ALL: Romulan Ship detected!

TO Ryan says:
@::Grimaces and wishes he had a phaser rifle::

Host Syrel says:
@ jumps and parries the blow::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@CNS:~~~~I am your beloved remember that & be strong~~~~

CSO Ikari says:
COM: Open space: Romulan vessel, this is the Federation Starship, USS Pharaoh.  De-cloak now.

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: even with the post-war pact they have no right being cloaking in Federation space

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Rolls and stands, thinking he felt something strange about Syrel::

Host Syrel says:
ACTION: the Comm channels are as silent as ever

CMO T`Ryl says:
@TO: Syrel, is up to more then just me I can feel it but what it is I do not know

FCO Horn says:
CEO: if we know where the ship is, can't we use the tractor beam on them?

CMO T`Ryl says:
<wispers>

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: We can't hold a tractor beam on a cloaked ship.

 CEO Starks says:
FCO: that's a good Idea Lt. except we don't know how they will react to that

TO Ryan says:
@CMO: Not like I can tell.

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Goes to a defensive stance::

TO Ryan says:
@CMO: I'm not exactly psychic.

Host Syrel says:
@ T'pel: ~~~ YOU CALL YOURSELF A VULCAN!  I will hack you to bits, then kill your beloved... :: a wicked grin appears on his face::

 CEO Starks says:
:: moves to tactical station::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@TO: you can not feel his thoughts as I can, I can see pieces of them, there is danger

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: going to red alert

CSO Ikari says:
COM: Open space: Romulan vessel, you are in violation of the Khitomer accord.  De-cloak and explain yourself before we are forced to take action.

 CEO Starks says:
CSO:...regulations and all

CNS T`Pel says:
@CMO:~~~~~He is hiding something~~~~~~~~

EO Walde says:
*CSO*: They are still at it.

CSO Ikari says:
::nods to CEO::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@CNS~~~~I know beloved I can feel it ~~~~

 CEO Starks says:
*COM* all hands battle stations, energize defense fields

TO Ryan says:
@::Hiddenly sets his phaser for burst fire::

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Advances while Syrel is in the midst of his fury and kicks him in the chest::

Host Syrel says:
@ :: falls against the blow then rolls to recover::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::sees the TO:: TO: Ryan, remember to keep your place......I don't want your death also

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Follows through with a swing of the weapon at Syrels neck, following through with a stab down::

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: your call Shinji, tractor beam?

TO Ryan says:
@COM: CSO: We might need a quick beam-out.  I will send a message spike through my commbadge when we need to beam out.

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: If you can hold it, try it.

 CEO Starks says:
ALL: I'm notifying Vulcan that there's a Romulan cloaking in there traffic zone

Host Syrel says:
@ :: parries furiously against T'pels onslaught::

CSO Ikari says:
::moves to TAC::

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Senses another piece. Thinks Romulan?::

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: triangulating tractor beam to specified location::

Host Syrel says:
@:: NOTICES HIS CHEST BLEEDING PROFUSLY::

 CEO Starks says:
ALL: cross your fingers....

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Weapons charged.

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Forces Syrel back slowly.::

 CEO Starks says:
:: activates tractor beam ::

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Sees Syrels chest and pauses::

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: no good they've moved position

TO Ryan says:
@::Looks at Syrel::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@Syrel: Stop this! ::looks at him bleeding:: There is to be no more

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Ok, well we can't just wait out here like sitting ducks.  Try another plasma burst.  I'll fire phasers to disarm the cloak when they pop up.

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Looks at T'Ryl:: CMO: You know better beloved

Host Syrel says:
@ T'ryl: You are the cause and you will pay!

TO Ryan says:
@::Is ready to grab his phaser and Evac quick::

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: I'll try Ike but I don’t know how many more times the SRS array can hold up against the plasma burst

TO Ryan says:
@::Steps in front of the CMO::

Host Syrel says:
@ :: lunges at the Councilor::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::goes over to Syrel, ignoring the CNS:: Syrel: I am not the reason you are on Vulcan I can feel that, tell me why

FCO Horn says:
CEO: couldn't we vent the plasma and have thier outline appear in the mist?

 CEO Starks says:
*EO* increase power to the SRS array I need a large plasma burst twice the ouput as the last one

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Shakes his head sadly:: Syrel: Not today spy!::Brings his weapon up::

Host Syrel says:
@ :; butts the doctor hard with the blunt end of his weapon::

EO Walde says:
*CEO*: Aye, sir. ::Increases power.::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::falls back:: Syrel: this is the male I remember

 CEO Starks says:
FCO: yeah but that venting that much plasma would leave our warp drive offline, the burst at worst will just overload some EPS connections

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: burst ready at your command

TO Ryan says:
@::Sucker punches Syrel when he isn't looking::

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Sees Syrel hit the CMO and thrusts the weapon forward at Syrel::

Host Syrel says:
ACTION: As T'pel delivers the killing blow, Syrel disappears in the shimmer of a transport ... as does the Doctor

CSO Ikari says:
::finger over the fire button:: CEO: Do it.

CNS T`Pel says:
@::~~~Beloved!!~~~~

 CEO Starks says:
:: activates the burst ::

EO Walde says:
*CSO*: T'pel is not on the planet.

TO Ryan says:
@ <Himself> Damn... COM: CSO: Beam us up!

CNS T`Pel says:
@::Looks to Ryan:: Get us up there!!

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::fades in a transporter:: CNS:~~~~I am well, for now ~~~~

CSO Ikari says:
FCO: Get em up here, Lt!

TO Ryan says:
@COM: CSO: The CMO has been captured

Host Syrel says:
ACTION: Sensors show power emissions then a warp burst from the warbirds position... then nothing

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: That ship is out of range.  may even be gone by now.

TO Ryan says:
@::Whips out a phaser::

FCO Horn says:
::moves ship to transport range::

 CEO Starks says:
ALL: damn ! I detect a warp trail ....confirmed there long gone

CMO T`Ryl says:
@Syrel: why take me this way?

TO Ryan says:
@:: Grabs CNS and hides behind pillar::

 CEO Starks says:
:: attempts to tract a trajectory of the warp trail::

TO Ryan says:
@com: CSO; Where is our ticket out?

CSO Ikari says:
CEO: Beam the away team back when in range, Jimmy.  FCO: When they're back, follow that warp trail.  We're going after them.

Host Syrel says:
@ T'ryl: you may yet serve my purpose, my wife...

 CEO Starks says:
*COM* TO: prepare for beam up..

 CEO Starks says:
:: energizes Transporter beam ::

TO Ryan says:
@::Stands and waits::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@Syrel: purpose?

CEO Starks says:
CSO: I've got a warp trail big enough to follow transferring course to the Helm

CNS T`Pel says:
::Materializes in the TR:: *CSO*: Where are they??!?!!

TO Ryan says:
@::Wishes he actually shot with his phaser and saved the CMO::

Host Syrel says:
@ :: shuts out the Doctors thoughts and orders her removed to the brig::

TO Ryan says:
::Runs out of TR and heads for the Bridge::

FCO Horn says:
::engages engines and follows trail::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Heads to the bridge::

CSO Ikari says:
*CNS*: We presume that they are on a Romulan ship.  We are currently pursuing... Get to the bridge.

 CEO Starks says:
CSO: I'll be in the Pit me and Emma will get you warp 9.985 in no time

TO Ryan says:
::Arrives at bridge and stands at attention before the CSO::

 CEO Starks says:
:: exits the bridge ::

CMO T`Ryl says:
@::is thrown roughly in the brig::

CNS T`Pel says:
::Gets to the bridge::

TO Ryan says:
CSO: Reporting sir!

CSO Ikari says:
CNS/TO: Report.

CNS T`Pel says:
::Enters the bridge:: CSO: Where are they sir?

TO Ryan says:
CSO: Syrel and the CMO were beamed out by a ship

CNS T`Pel says:
::Looks at the CSO:: Sir, Syrel has the Doctor.

CSO Ikari says:
CNS/TO: I won't ask what happened down there.  Let's just get T'ryl.

Host Syrel says:
*****Pause Mission*****



